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Sixteen stories of monuments in South Bohemia that were resurrected after 1989 

The year 1989 was a turning point for everyone in the Czech Republic. Not only did it profoundly changes people’s 
personal lives, but it also opened the way for the rebirth of many of South Bohemia’s important properties – castles, 
chateaus, fortresses, farmhouses, and adjacent estates.
This publication highlights sixteen such stories from the South Bohemian region; many are exciting and touching, and 
in each of them, history came together with the present to create the future. The stories reflect a kind of doggedness 
and determination, sometimes even obstinance, but in every respect there is a strength to restore a glory to places that 
once shone. When you explore our region, stop to look at these places (reserve or call beforehand to make sure they’re 
open) and see for yourself what kind of beauty has come back to life, beckoning you to visit.
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Blatná Castle
A single glance shows when someone takes good care of their 
property and is able to apply a business spirit. The castle ticket 
office even sells feed for the deer who live in the game park; they’re 
so tame, that they’ve allegedly wandered all the way to the tax 
administration offices in Blatná.

The Empire style castle stands in the castle park and is home to 
owner Baroness Jana Germenis-Hildprandt and her son Stefan, and 
where the sculpting tools of their uncle Heindrich Hildprandt, a well-
known sculptor, still remain. The family has lived here in Blatná since 
1798 with a post-war interruption that lasted until 1992, when the 
property was returned to Baroness Cornelia with her two daughters, 
Jana and Josefina. The Baronness mother worked as an interpreter at 
the UN and had lived with her husband in Africa, the Balearic Islands, 
and later in Germany. When Ms. Cornelia died in 2014 at the blessed 
age of 98, both daughters assumed the administration. Baroness Jana, 
now a widow after the Greek architect Spyridon Germenis, is the 
President of the Association of Private Castle and Chateau Owners 
and actively cooperates with other members of families and historic 
building owners throughout the country. Her sister Josefina lives 
mainly in Dobřichovice with her children and looks after the local 
brewery and distillery.

In 2019, an exhibition will open at Blatná Castle dedicated to 
Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria, who stayed here. The Ried of 
Piesting Wing will be also reconstructed with its wedding suite for 
newlyweds.

The castle features items from the family’s travels throughout the 
world, historical furniture, and photographs of family members. And 
even though the sign on the door of the ticket office reads that 
“tours takes place if there are at least five paying visitors,” it’s full 
from morning to afternoon.

www.zamek-blatna.cz
Town of Blatná 
Few castles are so naturally integrated into the town’s 
architecture as Blatná. The local brewery and distillery, also 
owned by the Hildprandt family, are worth seeing.

Nearby tips:
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Lnáře Castle

Sedlčany stayed and worked here at the invitation of the Kolowrat family 
and built a number of local canals.

During the years of communism, the chateau fell into dilapidation (part 
of it even served for housing sheep), in the 1960’s there were dance 
balls held here, and it also housed a kindergarten and a cinema. Many of 
the frescoes were soaked by water leaking from a cracked tank on the 
top floor. The castle began to be reconstructed from 1972, then was 
continued by the Czechoslovak government from 1980 for use as a luxury 
representational and recreation center, in operation since 1985. During 
the reconstruction the castle received an elevator, a bar, a sauna, a dining 
room, and a garage. The garden received a new tennis court, volleyball 
court, minigolf course, and an outdoor grill. In 1993, the castle was finally 
restituted to the descendants of the original owner, JUDr. Jindřich Anastáz 
Vaníček, who died in 1958. Today, the entire castle and adjacent fields, 
forests, and ponds is administrated by the vast 17-member collective 
of heirs of the Vaníček family who is spread throughout the country. 
Sometimes it is rather difficult to decide what the most pressing task is 
and what has to wait for renovation or reconstruction.

www.zameklnare.eu

Kadov 
Only six kilometers from the village of Pole, Kadov was 
originally a medieval wooden rustic fort owned by Racek of 
Žihobce. It was built from stone in the 16th century and has 
an interesting Renaissance west wing. For a while, the local 
population attempted to revive it by repairing the brewery 
and the garden, but unfortunately the building was sold and is 
currently closed.

Nearby tips:

Don’t be fooled by the plaque at the entrance to Lnáře Castle that 
reads “State Castle, Building of the Office of the Government of the 
Czechoslovak Republic”. The plaque is a reminder that the government 
actually had its headquarters there. In the 1990’s it even declared the 
coupon privatization process from this site. Today, however, the castle 
is mainly a venue for weddings. From spring to autumn, every second 
weekend, you’ll see at least one bride and groom who have come here to 
get married at any of five places in the castle! In the chapel, in the fresco 
hall, in the garden, in the park, and even in the tower. The popular Prague 
actor and moderator Alfred Strejček had his daughter married here, for 
example.

The castle has served as a hotel for years and comfortably accommodates 
its guests. The symbol of the chateau is the golden key (hence the 
original legend and name Schlüsselburg), which adorned the facade and 
is somewhere hidden today. The Czech TV documentary series “O poklad 
Anežky České” was also filmed here.

The surrounding countryside is full of fishponds (there were reportedly 
365 here from the 15th to the 17th century, like the days of the year). 
Bohemia’s most famous fishpond engineer Jakub Krčín of Jelčany and 
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Stráž nad Nežárkou Castle
The castle of Stráž nad Nežárkou is mostly associated with the 
world-famous Czech opera singer Emmy Destinn, who owned the 
castle from 1918 until her death in 1930. After the Second World 
War, the castle was nationalized and used by the Czechoslovak Army 
and the Social Welfare Institute, resulting in major devastation.

Music truly echoes throughout the castle. The sound of Emmy 
Destinn, her students, and her successor Jarmila Novotná singing 
resounds through the permanent castle expositions. The castle 
also serves as a venue for concerts by world-renowned artists 
and ensembles, with the social events to match. Soloists from the 
London Royal Opera, Vienna Opera, Metropolitan Opera in New York, 
prominent Czech soloists and other personalities, such as Master 
Josef Suk and soloists of the Kubelík family, have performed here, for 
example. No less interesting was the music of the Castle Guard of 
Prague Castle and other artists and ensembles.

Emmy Destinn loved the countryside here. When she entered the 
castle grounds for the first time as the owner, she had a memorable 
oak planted in front of the castle. The second memorable oak at the 
castle was planted by the present owner, Mrs. Radoslava Doubravová, 
when she purchased the castle in devastated condition in 2002.

Castle visitors are also introduced to the course of reconstruction 
work from roof trusses, ceilings, and floors, down to the interior 
furnishings. The reconstruction was originally estimated to last 
approximately 15 years, but the Doubravá couple officially opened 
the castle to the public in 2006.

The present owner is now able to present the extensive history of 
the guard castle, the chateau, and permanent castle exhibitions 
into a series of interesting and popular books that are available only 
at the castle. Today, the castle complex offers three fascinating 
sightseeing routes and is one of the most beautiful chateaus in the 
Czech Republic.

www.zamekstraz.cz Třeboň 
Not more than 15 km away, Třeboň offers a number of local 
monuments, a pond system, spas, cultural activities, fishing 
festivals, and excellent South Bohemian cuisine.

Nearby tips:
This was an important guard location in the past. Throughout 
history, the site was a border guard point, a fortified settlement, an 
important guard castle, and finally a residential chateau. A number 
of aristocratic families alternated ownership through the centuries, 
such as the Sternbergs and Marie von Wallenstein, who was 
enchanted by the view onto the river in the deep valley. The castle 
now features historic weapons, armor, cannons, catapults, cellars, a 
torture room, an execution room, a jail, an oracle, and even secret 
castle escape corridors. One of them, leading down to the Nežárka 
River, is now open to visitors.
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Pluhův Žďár Chateau

Červená Lhota 
A fairy-tale water castle, one of the most visited sites in the 
South Bohemian Region.

Nearby tips:

Pluhův Žďár is located near Kardašova Řečice, about 16 km from 
Jindřichův Hradec.

The center of a former agricultural estate, it now has a landscaped 
garden, and a new entrance and outdoor parking lot are planned, as 
well as a fountain that’s not just pretty but also provides a place for 
children to play.

In the 12th century, the fortress was owned by Pluh of Rabštejn, a 
clerk of Oldřich of Hradec. The name of the village is taken from 
the name of this first owner whose family owned the fortress and 
the entire village until the 15th century. The medieval fortress, 
later rebuilt into a small castle, was purchased in 1928 by Bedřich 
Beneš, brother of President Edvard Beneš. In 1948 the castle was 
confiscated and used for residential purposes.

The Beneš family comes from here, so the current owner Radim 
Beneš, after serving as local mayor for four terms and as the great-
great-nephew of the former president, tells the story of himself and 
his family: “The castle was the property of my great-grandfather, 
Bedřich Beneš. My father and my mother worked in the local 
agricultural co-op. Where the renovated building with a guesthouse 
stands today, that used to be a cow-house, and my mother milked 

the cows there every morning. The rear tract was where feed was 
prepared, but today there’s a large dining room. Right now a group of 
disabled children from the summer camp are having lunch. They take 
turns in groups.”

Radim Beneš inherited his ancestors’ toughness and diplomacy, and 
he alternated from working on the restitution to working for the 
village. He was sixteen when he began to deal with all the restitution 
documents. He resigned as mayor at the end of 2015 so that he 
could renew the family property. His interest in public affairs is still 
alive, though, so maybe he’ll return to politics.

The castle is used for wedding ceremonies and festive occasions, 
but it’s also here for the local people. The castle courtyard has been 
paved, a theater for kids is active here, and the owner is considering 
a new “presidential” suite to bring together the spirit of the former 
president and modern facilities for newlyweds.

For Radim Beneš, the restoration of his grandparents’ properties is 
top priority; he loves the castle and the entire estates around it. If 
you don’t see him behind the wheel of a dump truck hauling stones, 
he’s probably taking care of the new driveway.

www.pluhuvzdar.cz
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Skalice Chateau

Bohumilice 
In addition to the castle and the 13th century memorial 
church, another important monument in Bohumilice is the 
“Bohumilice meteorite”. A 57-kilogram chunk of iron – the 
largest in Central Europe – fell 150 m from the castle and was 
found by the Malovec family in 1829. A copy of the meteorite 
can be seen in the castle. The original (or its larger part) is 
located in the National Museum in Prague, while other parts of 
it are located in museums around the world.

Nearby tips:

Just near the main road from Vimperk to Strakonice lies the village of 
Bohumilice, where a small local castle offers the possibility to stable 
horses, take rides, or spend an unusual “horse” vacation. Children 
sign up to the camp every year to learn riding skills and how to care 
for a horse.

The main attraction, however, is the castle itself, which now belongs 
to the Hiršl family. The names of the castle’s previous generations of 
owners are well-known in Czech history. Ferdinand Holoubek, who 
owned the Saponia Soap and Candle Company in Prague, bought the 
local mansion in 1923, and his family stayed here after the end of the 
war until 1950.

Today’s owner is Ms. Zdenka Hiršlová, the granddaughter of Ferdinand 
Holoubek. She first arrived here with her parents as a one-year old 
girl. Her mother, however, was shot by a “partisan” while riding a 
truck near Dobříš, so a stranger brought her to Bohumilice.

The castle was built in the middle of the 16th century by the Malovec 
family and served as a guard fortress at the edge of the Šumava 
Mountains. The Thun-Hohenstein family lived here for a while, later 
replaced by the Austrian glass family Lumbe von Mallonitz, who are 
buried in the local cemetery.

Ms. Zdenka Hiršlová, born Voženílková, had a second enterprising 
grandfather who was a miller in Předměřice. His “double-zero” flour 
from Předměřice is still sold today.

The entrepreneurial spirit still runs in the family: after restitution, 
the Hiršl family tried to gather finances to restore the devastated 
complex by cultivating and gathering mushrooms and champignons, 
and the family’s next generation is still successful.

The horses don’t just hang around at the stables; today there are 
almost fifty of them and they form the heart of the family’s activity. 
Since the restitution process began in 1996 and the castle was 
handed over to the descendants of the Holoubek family, the new 
struggle for the resurrection and restoration of the meadows, 
pastures, and farm buildings began. The fight isn’t over yet: the castle 
stands directly on the road that needs a new surface and proper 
drainage.

Ms. Zdenka Hiršlová and her husband look after the operation of 
the entire estate, organize weddings in the repaired castle, practice 
Christmas carols with the local children, and they organize the annual 
Hubert’s Ride and Advent Children’s Day. The sons, Štěpán and Pavel 
Hiršl, run the riding hall and accommodations. Everything is watched 
over by the grandmother’s bust at the entrance to the complex. The 
small island on the pond by the castle was, on the express wish of the 
grandmother, planted with a Czech willow.

www.zamekskalice.cz
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Dražíč Fortress – Castle of Youth
About 6 kilometers from Bechyně in South Bohemia stands Dražíč, 
the 2011 Village of the Year. The village is home to a well-maintained 
brewery with the Lipan distillery, and just behind it there is an 
entrance to the garden and the park with a simple rectangular 
building in mostly Baroque style. At every step it’s clear that there’s 
work going on, but every visitor is welcome nonetheless. The door 
jambs still reveal remnants of the Renaissance fortress. The building 
is now dominated by the cleaned and repaired Chapel of St. Nicholas, 
where mass still takes place from time to time. All this is the credit 
of its current owner, Count Leopold Deym, who came from Lower 
Bavaria and lives in Munich. His family history dates back to the 15th 
century and is associated with the town of Střížov near Milevsko and 
other places in Bohemia. It is known, for example, that his ancestor 
signed a protest letter against the burning of Master Jan Hus in 1415.

Count Deym purchased the devastated building with arcades on 
the ground and first floor from the owners who received the castle 
during restitution. Today he owns 60 hectares of fields and meadows, 
and he’s planted a large apple orchard, so there’s no shortage of 
work.

Leopold Deym has developed a meeting place for young people 
from both sides of the Bavarian/Czech border at the “Zámek Mládí” 
(which translates into “castle of youth” and is also the name of the 
company that rescued it). Youth groups organize their meetings 
here and live in tents on the meadow near the castle. The owner 
would like to build a regional museum in the reconstructed castle 
rooms in the future as a reminder of historical ties and the need for 
cooperation between places, cities, and countries. In 2011, he was 
awarded the “Golden Heart for Europe” Award of the Czech-German 
Society. His brother Michael also assisted with the first steps towards 
reconstructing the castle, but Count Leopold is credited with the 
most work on this local monument, often commuting here to work 
personally. The Zámek Mládí offers unconventional volunteer work 
stays for young people, and the doors are open for visitors who 
arrange their arrival beforehand. The castle also boasts a beautiful 
medieval black kitchen that has already been completely restored.

www.schloss-drazic.eu

Měšice Chateau near Tábor
Dr. Jan Berwid-Buquoy lives alternately in Berlin and in the Měšíce 
Baroque castle. The castle was built in 1545 by his mother’s 
ancestors, the Prokop family from Hejlovec, whose family probably 
comes from the legendary Hussite leader, Ondřej Prokop, known 
as Holý. In the 19th century, the Měšíce castle belonged to the 
Nádherný Barons of Borutín.

Some of the exhibits inside are particularly interesting: the sofa 
and dining table of Reinhard Heydrich and even the sheet on which 
he lay after his assassination, the sofa set of Nicolae Ceauşescu, 
the matrimonial beds which actually belonged to Tomáš Garrigue 
Masaryk and his wife Charlotte, Winston Churchill’s sofa and table, 
the 1904 Art Nouveau bedroom from French Foreign Minister Aristide 
Briand, and other curiosities.

“The castle is not a museum,” says Dr. Buquoy, “you can touch 
everything, sit down, or even maybe rest in a chair.”

The Knights’ Hall is a venue for lectures and conferences, professional 
gatherings, and public concert events.

Pre-arranged visits are welcome, and a tour is possible throughout 
the year for a minimum of 5 people.

www.zamekmesice.beepworld.de

Kozí Hrádek 
About 5.5 km away are the ruins of this Gothic castle, now 
a National Cultural Heritage Property. Master Jan Hus lived 
here between 1413-1415 prior to his fateful departure for 
Constance.

Nearby tips:

The building stands at the main road and doesn’t attract too much 
attention at first glance; the interesting part is concealed inside. 
This is the headquarters for the Czech Institute for International 
Meetings (ČIMS), whose founder Dr. Jan Nepomuk Berwid-Buquoy 
is a truly Renaissance personality: he is a politologist and historian, 
he has written pulp fiction, he used to be a chef, he’s worked as a 
journalist, he’s written 14 factual literature books, he served as an 
officer in the British Intelligence Service, he became Vice Chairman 
of NATO’s Czech Atlantic Commission and is present Chairman of its 
educational division, he’s received several military awards, and he’s 
still politically active.

To date, over 15 million Czech crowns have been invested in the 
castle. Today it offers two guided tours that highlight the remarkable 
restored Rococo frescoes from the first half of the 18th century, 
illustrating the Italian town of Millesimo (home of Count Caretto, who 
in 1699 rebuilt the Renaissance fortress into a Baroque castle). The 
arcades on the courtyard with a triangular shield and flat pilasters 
bring an interesting element to the castle architecture; on the 
ground and upper floor, the castle bears rare ribbed cross vaulting.

The castle itself is remarkable in that it contains four building styles: 
Renaissance, Baroque, Rococo, and Empire, which is quite rare and 
unique for such a small building.
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Mitrowicz Chateau

Netěchovice 
In Netěchovice, on the outskirts of Týn nad Vltavou, lies the 
South Bohemian Agricultural Museum. The “Agromania” 
program shows children and adults how crops are cultivated 
and grain is processed, and it introduces them to how people 
worked on fields and meadows both historically and nowadays.

Nearby tips:

When the Mitrowicz company began to rescue the chateau in 
Koloděje nad Lužnicí more than a decade ago, it was little more than 
half-broken farm buildings damaged from the 2002 floods, sporadic 
tree growth, and broken foundations.

The condition of the chateau today bears testimony to the tenacity, 
foresight, and patience of the owners who were just realizing that not 
everything would be finished within a year. The Mitrowicz company 
has been run by Michal Bedřich the entire time, who also has a very 
personal relationship to the site: it was in the local chapel where 
he proposed marriage to his girlfriend. He was at the foundation of 

the new garden, the flower and herb beds, the hornbeam labyrinth 
and children’s park, the pond, the bistro grill and outdoor space for 
social events, and even at the establishment of accommodation for 
46 guests. The Chapel of St. Anne in particular presented quite the 
task for restorers and craftsmen. A reinforced concrete gallery had 
to be built around the dome before the newly replaced beams could 
hold the new roof. The representative room on the first floor was also 
sensitively repaired, bearing valuable frescoes from the life of Václav 
Vratislav of Mitrowicz; as a fifteen-year-old squire, he set off with 
a message from Emperor Rudolf II to Constantinople, where he was 
taken captive. He recalled his travel experiences in the book entitled 
“The Travels of Václav Vratislav, Free Lord of Mitrovice”.

Nearly seven thousand tons of rubbish and debris had to be removed 
from the site, a new utilities network had to be installed, and the 
entire park had to be drained. The chateau’s rebirth was recognized 
in 2017 as the victor in the CzechTourism competition for best 
tourist attraction in the Phoenix category, intended for buildings 
“resurrected from the ashes”.

The unique and romantic atmosphere of the chateau makes it a 
popular venue for weddings. You can even arrive by water, since the 
complex has its own pier near the castle.

Financial support from the South Bohemian Region and the Ministry 
of Culture covers only about one-tenth of all costs, but there’s plenty 
of positive energy here to go around for everyone. If you visit, the 
enthusiasm is sure to infect you as well.

www.zamekmitrowicz.cz
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Bechyně Castle

Dobronice u Bechyně 
Visit the 14th century ruins of Dobronice Castle near Bechyně. 
You can also stroll through the Černice game park, founded 
in 1585 by Petr Vok of Rožmberk. There is a nature trail the 
begins at the clubhouse of the Bechyně golf course in the 
middle of the park; it leads you through the entire area which 
is home to many rare insects.

Nearby tips:

You can have a romantic wedding here as well. Even Petr Vok of 
Rožmberk and Kateřina of Ludanice got married here in 1580. The 
atmosphere of Bechyně evokes the picturesque town of Český 
Krumlov, the seat of the Rožmberks.

For more than three hundred years, the Bechyně estate belonged 
to the Counts of Sternberg, then later to the House of Paar through 
marriage. Portraits of the former owners still adorn the walls of the 
castle gallery. As strong patriots during the war, the castle remained 
in their possession until 1948. The last Prince Alfons was one of the 
signatories of the memorandum of the Czech and Moravian nobility 
to President Hácha in 1939.

During the communist era, the castle was utilized by the 
Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences. After 1989, the estate was 
returned to the Paar family, specifically to the oldest of three siblings, 
Prince Alfons Wenceslas, son of Prince Alfons, who decided to sell 
the castle. The castle is presently owned by the company Panství 
Bechyně SE, headquartered in Vaduz, Liechtenstein. The head of the 
company is Josef Šťáva with his daughters Silvia, Dagmar, and Nicole. 
Josef, the grandson of former manager of the Renaissance castle in 
Bechyně, emigrated shortly after the Soviet occupation in 1968 at 
the age of eighteen. After almost thirty years of Swiss emigration, 
he finally returned home and brought with him the capital for a 
thorough reconstruction.

The company he founded now owns the entire Bechyně estate, 
including the castle and five thousand hectares of forests, fields, 
ponds, and other properties. The Šťáva company has invested 
a remarkable amount into the castle’s reconstruction and the 
improvement of its surroundings with no state support and 
unquestionably deserves credit for the blossoming of the Bechyně 
estates. Today, the company is managed by the daughter’s family and 
employs hundreds of people in Bechyně. The company also operates 
a golf course and organizes theater and music events at the castle as 
well as exhibitions.

The entire castle complex accounts for the most important and 
most costly repairs of the entire estate. The castle riding school was 
restored, the adjoining buildings and the chateau are now adorned 
with a new facade, and the interior courtyard and furniture, paintings, 
floors, coffered and stucco ceilings, and the wall paintings in the 
interior have all been restored and renovated. The murals in the 
wedding hall give the slight impression that the entire medieval court 
has come to attend your wedding.

www.panstvi-bechyne.cz
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Cuknštejn Fortress
Near Nové Hrady, near the Austrian border, stands the Cuknštejn 
Fortress, known to Europeans from films. Two Czech fairy tales were 
filmed there in 2000 and 2008, (Královský slib, Ať žijí rytíři), ZDF 
Germany filmed Puppenspieler here, and in autumn 2018 Czech 
Television filmed a new television fairy tale on this site.

The fortress was built from 1488 to 1491 by William Pouzar 
of Michnice. At the end of the 15th and beginning of the 16th 
century, the high clerk Oldřich Pouzar owned the fortress; he held a 
prominent position at the Prague Castle and is buried in the Saxon 

Chapel in the St. Vitus Cathedral. After his death in 1549, his sons 
divided his property, with Cuknštejn going to Svojše Pouzar. The 
estate was further dismantled and after his death in 1570, the 
fortress passed from Pavel Boubínský from Újezd to Jiří Kába from 
Rybňany, who lived here until his death at the beginning of the Thirty 
Years’ War.

Cuknštejn was burned down by Imperial troops during the Bohemian 
Revolt and subsequently acquired by Count Charles Bonaventure 
of Bucquoy together with the entire Nové Hrady estate. The 
Bucquoy family did repair the fortress, but they only used it only for 
agriculture. After the rise of communism, Cuknštejn was confiscated 
from the Bucquoys and became state property. It was used for 
recreational purposes mostly in the 1960’s, but after 1971 it fell into 
disuse and was left to dilapidate. It was in this catastrophic state that 
it was sold in 2000, despite the fact that it had been registered as a 
cultural monument since the 1950’s. The Nové Hrady municipality’s 
plans to purchase it fell through, given the lack of resources in the 
city treasury for salvage and reconstruction. The original plan for a 
historical manuscript ethnographic exhibition of the South Bohemian 
Museum to be created here also passed, fruitless. This permanent 
exhibition is to be found nowadays in the nearby fortress of Žumberk.

The fortress’ current owner, civil engineer Tomáš Pek, loves historical 
architecture; he knew full well that he was taking on an exhausting 
project. His family was, understandably, a bit skeptical about buying 
the fortress. A chapel with Gothic frescoes was discovered while 
repairing the facades. Valuable elements of the original building 
include a stone gallery from which one can enter the upper floor, an 
octagonal two-storey tower, a number of stone saddle portals, and 
windows with pointed Gothic arches.

Tomáš Pek teaches at the Faculty of Restoration of the University of 
Pardubice and advises all those who are just entering the heritage 
restoration field. He is also an active politician in Prague 10 and 
oversees projects related to the renovation of historical buildings and 
their new use.

When Tomáš is there, or upon prior arrangement, he enjoys accepting 
visitors. The fortress is a venue for festive events, weddings, and 
family celebrations. Preparations for musical productions are also 
under way. An Open House day is being prepared, and the floors and 
festive hall will soon be repaired.

Žumberk 
Visit a branch of the South Bohemian Museum in the Žumberk 
fortress (about 6 km from Nové Hrady) with its exhibition of 
folk painted furniture. There are also permanent exhibitions 
entitled “Fish and People” and “The Rožmberks and Fishponds 
in Southern Bohemia”.

Nearby tips:
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Dobrohoř Chateau
The Dobrohoř Chateau is located on the outskirts of the town of 
Staré Město pod Landštejnem. The Dobrohoř settlement was always 
part of the larger castle estates, but there was also an agricultural 
extension here that the Herberstein family purchased after the castle 
was abandoned. After they died out, and after a long inheritance 
process, the chateau was inhabited by Ferdinand von Wenzel, a free 
lord “von Sternbach zu Stock und Luttach”, whose descendants held 
the estates until 1945. The owners were not able to complete their 

post-war modification plans into a Classicist castle, and the building 
fell into decline after their expulsion. The children of the Sternbach 
family sought to regain Czechoslovak citizenship, but the state at 
the time did not allow them to do so. The management of the “Státní 
Statek” national administration, which lasted until the 1990’s, let to 
the building’s ultimate dilapidation. The chateau stood as a symbol of 
administrative failure.

Today, work on its salvage, restoration, and at least its partial opening 
has been under way since 2013, when the castle finally passed 
into the hands of new private owners. The Mužák married couple 
set to work reconstructing the chateau with vigor and enthusiasm, 
even though they have other professions (chemist and high school 
teacher). Some rooms have been renovated, with some rooms 
now showcasing the artworks of contemporary Czech artists and 
sculptors. The entrance is adorned with two female figures by the 
sculptor Veronika Olerina, whose works also decorated the repaired 
corridors. One large guest room and one suite in the courtyard are 
complete, albeit in limited form, so some chateau accommodations 
are available. The Classicist chateau still contains the remains of 
beautiful tiles from former stoves, of which there might have been up 
to seventeen in the entire building. Part of the exhibition is dedicated 
to the Mužáks’ aunt, Ms. Jarmila Kozderková, who was a renowned 
Czech pianist. Admission to the castle is voluntary.

The entire project might be a bit crazy, but it’s also very romantic.

And the chateau is definitely worth a visit.

www.zamekdobrohor.cz

Slavonice 
The historical town of Slavonice, 8.5 km away and known 
as the Renaissance gate to Czech Canada, is a beautiful and 
unique ensemble of Gothic-Renaissance architecture. The 
Slavonice Fest is an annual film and music festival organized 
by a group of Prague artists led by film and theater producer 
Ondřej Trojan, every year at the beginning of August.

Nearby tips:
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Cerhonice Fortress
At first glance, this unobtrusive village near Písek is nothing special. 
From a distance, though, the visible fortress tower suggests the 
presence of a small but massive castle building. Behind the windows 
of the bare façade of the residential part, flowers appear, indicating 
someone living inside.

The Cerhonice fortress has been partially repaired and some areas 
proudly boast a new white exterior, but for the most part it is still 

under reconstruction and is patiently awaiting its rebirth. The owner 
of the fortress, Vladimír Jiráň, a native of Central Bohemia, returned 
to his homeland from France and began to look for a suitable building 
for a dignified retirement. He fell in love with the South Bohemian 
landscape, but the buildings that were available after the Velvet 
Revolution were not well suited for reconstruction – even though he 
and his partner Olga Macháčková were visiting fifteen buildings per 
day. The choice finally came down to Cerhonice. The chateau was the 
property of the Premonstratensian Order from 1689 until the period 
of the First Republic. This religious order originally came from France, 
so perhaps it was the subconscious affection of Mr. Jiráň for all things 
French that led his path here.

The last pre-war owners, the König family, bought the chateau in 
1936. When it was later returned to them during restitution, they no 
longer wanted it.

And so it happened that in 2002, Vladimír Jiráň became the new 
master of Cerhonice, and this dilapidated village landmark began 
to slowly rise from the ashes. Today, some of the rooms have been 
furnished with period furniture, the driveway is covered with pebbles, 
and the sound of craftsmen’s hammers echo from behind the 
building. Vladimír Jiráň wishes to live in peace here and has no desire 
to turn his building into a tourist attraction. Still, if someone arranges 
a visit in advance, or if there’s a party in the village, he’ll gladly open 
the gates of his castle. He works regularly with the Prácheň Museum, 
and when theater enthusiasts or school youth come to see the 
original family home of Ladislav Stroupežnicky, he likes to welcome 
them. This famous dramatist for the National Theater and author of 
“Naši furianti” was born in this building in 1850.

Mr. Jiráň gets along well with the locals, and even the 
Premonstratensians occasionally come from nearby Milevsko for a 
coffee and proudly admire their coat of arms displayed on the castle 
tower, now gleaming with newness.

www.cerhonice.cz
Zvíkov 
The royal Zvíkov Castle was founded in the first half of the 
13th century by the Přemyslids at the confluence of the Otava 
and Vltava Rivers. It primarily served as a military fortress in 
times of political instability. In the winter, the cellars are home 
to a rare species of bats who are monitored every year.

Nearby tips:
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Dub Chateau

Helfenburk 
Visit the remains of the castle ruins of Helfenburk on Malošín 
hill, about 5 km from Bavorov.

Nearby tips:

Today’s small town of about 500 inhabitants with its small castle on 
the town square bears the name of Jan of Dub, and later the Dubský 
family. The chateau is used when the mayor performs marriages 
and welcomes newborn citizens, and it’s also a venue for children’s 
gatherings and concerts. The castle, including its picture gallery, is 
open to the public all year round.

The chateau has seen a number of owners pass through the 
centuries: Markvart, Bucquoy, Rajský, Zucker, and the Barons of 
Nádherný. The knight Mořic of Honigstein rebuilt the mansion in 
Neo-Gothic style, but he fell into debt and left the estate in poverty. 

In 1865 the chateau was bought by the Prague burgher Odkolek, but 
he also sold it, then after several other changes in ownership the 
building went to the Bromov family. After the death of her husband, 
the widow Marie, born Daubková of Liteň, assumed control over 
the estates. She lived here with children until 1948, when they all 
left the country. Her adult son returned after the political changes 
in Czechoslovakia after 1989 and received the castle in restitution 
in 1992. Ing. Jaroslav Battaglia, Knight of the Order of the Holy 
Sepulchre, accepted his uncle’s offer to buy it in 1998, and he and his 
wife, Jana Maria, began the extensive renovation process.

The agricultural school that had occupied the premises left no less 
than 200 tons of waste behind, so the new owners wasted no time 
getting to work. The plan is to restore the chateau’s Neo-Gothic 
appearance from the time of the Honigstein knights. Some of the 27 
rooms have already been completely redone, the furniture is being 
repaired, and the mirrors in the renovated mirror salon are being 
polished. Some original unique items have been preserved, such as 
the kitchen tiles, the valuable piano, and the Renaissance stone door 
jambs from 1609.

Wedding ceremonies here are worked out to the smallest detail, 
including releasing doves from the chateau balcony. It is said that if 
the two doves fly away in the same direction, the marriage will be a 
happy one. Newlyweds have nothing to fear, however – the chateau 
owner knows that the doves’ home is at the neighbors, so they always 
fly off in the same direction.

www.zamekdub.webnode.cz
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Drslavice Fortress

Husinec 
This is a picturesque little town located about 8 km from 
the village of Drslavice. It takes its name from the important 
church reformer Master Jan Hus (John Huss). His former home 
features an exhibition entitled “The Life and Work of Master 
Jan Hus”.

Nearby tips:

The first written mention of the village of Drslavice comes from 
1384, but experts claim that the local guard fortress was probably 
founded 200 years earlier. It was originally a ruler’s dwelling 
that looked like a fairy tale castle in the Middle Ages, then it was 
converted into a large farmhouse, a blacksmith forge, and finally a 
granary. It stands on the elevated edge of what was once a glorious 
manor estate.

Today’s owner Zdeněk Švejda, a former fighter pilot, and his wife 
Věra are convinced that the local well in the middle of the fortress 
is of Celtic origin; according to experts, there is no better water in 
the surrounding area. For almost thirteen years, it has been the only 
source of water for the owners.

Although the fortress was once a barter property of the Černíns of 
Chudenice and the Schwarzenbergs, the land reforms left their mark 
on the estate’s history. From the 19th century, the fortress and the 
estate were sold out in pieces, and they were eventually purchased 
by Zdeněk Švejda’s great-grandfather. His son (Zdeněk’s grandfather) 
also bought the granary in 1931, but he left Czechoslovakia in 1947 
in fear for the nation’s future. It was not until the inheritance process 
after the death of the grandmother that it was discovered that the 
Schwarzenberg Hall, today the main room of the repaired fortress, 
was never sold. Zdeněk Švejda then promised his father before his 
death that he would buy up the remaining parts and rescue the entire 
fortress. This promise is now the main motivation for the complete 
reconstruction.

Devotion and bravery are often redeemed by fatigue, but the Švejdas 
are not giving up. Still, they would be happy if the property would 
start to pay for itself. The pub and social hall have been beautifully 
restored, there are more rooms on the ground floor, and the first 
accommodations will be ready soon – including the room which 
Petr Vok of Rožmberk once lived in. Zdeněk Švejda has traded his 
flying for a trowel and hammer. He has found common ground 
with historical preservationists, who have taught him to recognize 
historical remains; he has also learned well that what is once 
destroyed will never return. Part of the fortress’ cladding has already 
been painted, and when it’s finished, a newly-approved coat of arms 
with three airplanes will be installed at a suitable location. After all, 
flying has been in the Švejda family for five generations, just like its 
fighting spirit. The family’s reconstruction is being carried on by his 
son Josef.

 A visit is possible after prior agreement, but since it’s still a 
construction site, caution and patience are strongly advised.

www.tvrzdrslavice.cz
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Český Rudolec Castle

Grasel’s Trail 
Named after the notorious robber Grasel (whose name is now 
synonymous for “grázl”, the Czech word for bastard) from 
Český Rudolec. The trail leads about 9 kilometers along a well-
marked path.

Nearby tips:

The Český Rudolec Castle, often called Little Hluboká, is hard to 
overlook, since its four-sided Neo-Gothic tower can be seen from far 
away. During the season, it’s always open from Wednesday to Sunday, 
and up to 200 visitors arrive over the weekend.

In the 14th century, this served as a fortified guard castle and later a 
water fortress on the route between Prague and Vienna. The castle 
was reconstructed in Renaissance style in the 16th century. It burned 
down in 1860 and was subsequently rebuilt in Neo-Gothic Tudor 
style on the example of the Italian castle Miramare near Trieste. 
The castle’s last owner was the family of Reinhardt-Picchioni. Curt 
Reinhardt, an industrialist from Lusatian Bautzen, married into the 
Picchioni family and died in 1932.

The post-war developments affected this area as badly as it did 
elsewhere in the country. The castle was unused and unsecured, and 
the Reinhardt property was confiscated and nationalized. Moreover, 
a prison camp for nearly a hundred thousand prisoners of war was set 
up in the forest near the village. Shortly after the epidemic outbreaks, 
the castle was used as a quarantine center. In 1948, most of the 
buildings were assigned for use by the local “Státní statky” state 
agricultural concern, and the chateau served as accommodation 
facilities for employees and farm staff.

In 1989, the castle was transferred free of charge by the District 
National Committee in Jindřichův Hradec to the Chýně JZD 
agricultural co-op, who began repairing the site. Funds were soon 
exhausted, however, and the castle was soon abandoned again. A 
drawn-out legal battle ensued between the Chýně JZD and the state 
concerning the site’s ownership. This ended in 1998 with ownership 
falling to the state. During the years of the dispute, the fate of 
the castle was the subject of interest of former Czech Parliament 
member Michal Prokop, as well as singer Karel Gott and hockey 
champion Jaromír Jagr. Finally, in 2001, the site was transferred 
to the administration of the village, thus ensuring that no further 
destruction would take place. In 2009, the castle site was purchased 
by the Brno company PENA PLUS with a clear objective: to save the 
unique castle building and complex in Český Rudolec. Together with 
the civic association “Paměť Rudolecka”, several short-term projects 
have been successful in cleaning up the buildings and castle parks 
and providing the public with temporary access to the castle.

The years 2010 and 2011 meant a final awakening after a long 
sleep for the entire castle and complex; the dangerously falling 
battlements were repaired, drainage was installed for the building, 
and reconstruction began on the 30-meter tower. With the help of 
the Ministry of Culture and thanks to the cooperation of the National 
Heritage Institute staff, reconstruction work continued on the roof.

The PENA PLUS company was renamed and is now Malá Hluboká. It 
owns the castle, the pub, the information center in the historic castle 
manager building, the adjacent buildings, and the park opposite 
the castle. After 118 years, the tradition of brewing beer in Český 
Rudolec was restored in the local inn, and visitors can take home 
kegs and bottles of the local Grasel beer. The tenacity and efforts 
of the Malá Hluboká company have given hope in recent years to 
renewing the glory of the castle. This, despite the fact that from 
the empty window frame of the second floor of the castle, the grim 
reaper (known to the locals as Magda) looks on, accompanied by 
Evžen the raven..

www.zamek-ceskyrudolec.cz
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Vítkův Hrádek

Lipno Treetop Walkway
There’s something special and unique near the town of Lipno 
nad Vltavou: a trail that takes you above the treetops and 
offers stunning views of the Lipno Reservoir, the nature of 
Šumava, the Novohradské mountains, and the peaks of the 
Austrian Alps. All this is your reward for walking up a wooden 
footpath 675 meters long to a height of 40 meters.

Nearby tips:

This is the highest elevated castle in Bohemia, standing since the 
12th century as a border fortress of the ancient Vítkovec family as 
well as the Lords of the Rose. It was the Lords of the Rose that later 
divided into the many five-petalled roses according to colors and 
are known (and whose praises are still sung) in many castles and 
chateaus throughout the region.

As for ancient history, the involuntary stay of King Wenceslas (Václav) 
IV, the son of Emperor Charles IV, is worth mention. The castle was 
maintained until the 18th century, when it was abandoned and left 
to the mercy of the harsh mountainous weather. It was further aided 
on the path to destruction by the creation of the closed border zone 
after the Second World War; access here was first forbidden for 
ideological reasons, then later for safety.

Presently, the heart of the castle is its squared residential tower, the 
“donjon”, to which a polygonal extension was later attached.

The castle was made accessible in 2005, on the occasion of the 
200th anniversary of the birth of Adalbert Stifter, a renowned local 
author whose novel Vítek is dedicated to the local landscape and the 
site. The writer even immortalized the castle on his paintings.

During good weather, you can see the peaks of the Austrian Alps 
and the vast surface of Lake Lipno below, which at 48.7 km2 is the 
largest body of water in the Czech Republic.

Enthusiasts from the Friends of Vítkův Hrádek Association, headed by 
Miroslav Kovačičín, have already helped secure the building against 
unfavorable weather conditions and created conditions suitable for 
public tours. Archaeological surveys had to be conducted before 
repairing the stone walls and the entrance. All repairs are paid from 
admission fees and the sale of souvenirs as well as from the many 
cultural events. The Association’s cultural attaché, Alois Slavíček, 
offers untraditional guided tours and occasionally picks up the guitar 
and adds a musical element. The most popular event is the “summer 
full moon” at the castle, when it’s open to visitors until midnight.

You can get to Vítkův Hrádek from the mountain settlement of Svatý 
Tomáš, located above the right bank of Lake Lipno, or follow the 
hiking signs. Once inside the castle, you can climb the gallery and 
enjoy a magnificent view that will certainly move you to immortalize 
the surrounding scenery – if not in a painting, then at least in a photo. 
If the weather’s bad, though, save yourself the trip and don’t come, 
because it’ll be closed.

www.vitkuvhradek.cz
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